Investigation of mechanical properties of insulin crystals by atomic force microscopy.
Mechanical properties of protein crystals and aggregates depend on the conformational and structural properties of individual protein molecules as well as on the packing density and structure within solid materials. An atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based approach is developed to measure the elastic modulus of small protein crystals by nanoindentation and is applied to measure the elasticity of insulin crystals. The top face of the crystals deposited on mica substrates is identified as the (001) face. Insulin crystals exhibit a nearly elastic response during the compression cycle. The elastic modulus measured on the top face has asymmetric distribution with a significant width. This width is related to the uncertainty in the deflection sensitivity. A model that takes into account the distribution of the sensitivity values is used to correct the elastic modulus. Measurements performed in aqueous buffer on several crystals at different locations with three different AFM probes give a mean elastic modulus of 164 +/- 10 MPa. This value is close to the static elastic moduli of other protein crystals measured by different techniques that are usually measured in the range from 100 MPa to 1 GPa. The measured modulus of insulin crystals falls between the elastic modulus values of insulin amyloid fibrils measured previously at two orthogonal directions (a modulus of 14 MPa was measured by compressing the fibril in the direction perpendicular to the fibril axis, and a modulus of 3.3 GPa was measured in the direction along the fibril axis). This comparison indicates the heterogeneous structure of fibrils in the direction perpendicular to the fibril axis, with a packing density of the amyloid fibril core that is higher than the average packing density in insulin crystals. The mechanical wear of insulin crystals is detected during AFM measurements. In nanoindentation experiments on insulin crystal, the compressive load by the AFM tip ( approximately 1 nN, corresponding to a pressure of around 5 MPa) occasionally removes protein molecules from the top or the second top layer of insulin crystal in a sequential manner. The molecular model of this surface damage is proposed. In addition, the removal of the multiple layers of molecules is observed during the AC-mode imaging in aqueous buffer. The number of removed layers depends on the scan size.